
The Merchant of Venice Homework 

Due Wednesday 4/9 

 

1.  Begin to track the four major plotlines: the “pound of flesh” plotline, the casket plotline, the 

elopement plotline, and the ring plotline.   

 

2.  Answer the following questions about Act 1.iii: 

a.  Describe Shylock. What stereotypical characteristics do you notice in the way 

Shakespeare’s words present Shylock’s character? What do you see that defies 

stereotypes? 

b. Shylock’s love of money is undeniable. Why does Shylock tell the story of Jacob 

and Laban? How does Shylock interpret the story? How does Antonio? Review 

Genesis 30 and determine if there is a distinctly “Christian” as opposed to a 

“Jewish” interpretation. Which does the play seem to support? 

c.  Why does Shylock drop the Biblical discussion as soon as Antonio challenges 

him? What does this say about Shylock’s place in Venetian society? How do 

Antonio’s words in ll.93-98 reflect this Elizabethan perception of Jews? 

d.  Shylock directly confronts Antonio regarding the way Antonio has treated 

Shylock in the past. What wrongs has Antonio committed against Shylock? 

e.  How does Antonio react to the charges against him? How does he reconcile 

that apparent hypocrisy? Why does he say this is even more reason to grant the 

loan? Give proof from the text (including line numbers) in your answer. 

f.  What are Shylock’s terms of the loan? He says he grants it in terms of a “merry 

sport” (l.142). Is he joking or serious? How does Antonio take it? How does 

Bassanio? Give proof from the text (including line numbers) in your answer. 

g.  What is the difference between Bassanio’s and Antonio’s perceptions of the loan 

terms? What accounts for those differences? Give proof from the text (including 

line numbers) in your answer. Would Bassanio have done the same for Antonio? 

h.  How does Shylock’s loan to Antonio differ from Antonio’s loan to Bassanio? 

i.  Given this scene, what is important in Venice? Look for repeated word choices 

for evidence. How does the language reflect that values system? 

 

Due Thursday 5/9 

Act 11.i 

1.  Examine Morocco’s opening lines. What issues does he address? 

2. Look at the language he uses in ll.1-12 and 22-38. How does the imagery in 



his speech reflect the Elizabethan perception of Moors? 

3. What is Portia’s reaction to Morocco? Based on her previous comments to 

Nerissa, do you believe her? Why or why not? 

4. Notice how careful Portia is with her words. Why do you think this is? What 

does this indicate about her intelligence? 

5. Why do you think there is no Biblical imagery, only mythological imagery, in 

this scene? 

 

Due 9/9  Make sure you have read Read Act 11.ii and Act111.iii and be ready for a test.  Be 

sure to read the side notes of your script and read Sparknotes. 

  

	  

	  


